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ABSTRACT
Unikernels are increasingly gaining traction in real-world deployments, especially for NFV and microservices, where their low footprint and high performance are especially beneficial. However, they
still suffer from a lack of tools to support developers. uniprof is a
stack profiler that supports Xen unikernels on x86 and ARM and
does not requires any code changes or instrumentation. Its high
speed and low overhead (0.1% at 100 samples/s) makes it usable even
in production environments, allowing the collection of realistic and
highly credible data.
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INTRODUCTION

Unikernels [6, 7], long a topic in the research community, are starting to receive more and more interest in real-world deployments.
Compared to full-featured virtual machines running commodity
operating systems, they provide extremely small VMs, which is
especially beneficial for NFV [8, 9] and microservices [4]. For example, a simple web server can have a binary size as low as 260 kB and
memory requirements as low as 1.2 MB [4]. This facilitates largescale consolidation, supporting use cases such as VNF chaining,
while also keeping the strong isolation guarantees of virtualized
systems, providing secure multi-tenancy.
On top of that, unikernels generally provide much higher performance than standard virtual machines. This is chiefly due to the
fact that the application and the operating system are compiled
into a single binary and share the same address space, which obviates time-consuming and performance-constraining system calls,
memory translations and context switches. While this removes the
innate security provided by system calls, this is not a problem for
unikernels: they only run a single application, so gaining control of
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the “operating system” part of the unikernel provides no exploitable
benefit to the application; for security between different virtual machines, unikernels instead rely on the isolation mechanisms of the
underlying virtual machine monitor (hypervisor).
However, the adoption of unikernels as a new and highlyperformant technology is hampered by the need to develop new
unikernel-compatible software, or to adopt existing one. This is
exacerbated by the lack of tools to support developers. Contrary
to popular belief, debugging a unikernel is in fact simpler than
debugging a standard operating system: Since the application and
OS are linked into a single binary, debuggers can be used on the
running unikernel to debug both application and OS code at the
same time. While this requires support from the hypervisor, gdb,
to give a popular example, contains support for both Xen and KVM
virtual machine debugging. Nevertheless, especially in the area of
profiling, unikernels still lack the rich toolsets that full operating
systems such as Linux or BSD provide.
The goal of uniprof is to provide such a tool. uniprof is a stack
profiler that provides the following functionality:
• uniprof profiles a running unikernel from the outside, requiring no changes to the code;
• it introduces only minimal overhead, allowing profiling of
unikernels in production environments;
• it supports Xen [1] unikernels, running both on x86 and
ARM, both with and without frame pointers;
• its output can be used to produce insightful visualizations,
aiding the developer in identifying bottlenecks.
uniprof is available as open source at https://github.com/cnplab/
uniprof/.
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STACK PROFILING

Stack profiling is done by collecting a number of stack traces. Each
stack trace gives a snapshot of the currently run functions, and
the functions that lead to the current function being called. This
is generally done by using the instruction pointer (IP) and frame
pointer (FP) registers. The approach is shown in Figure 1. The IP
gives the first address of the trace, to the current instruction, while
the FP points to the bottom of the current function’s stack frame. As
each function is called, registers are pushed onto the stack before
the function starts its execution. The order is defined by calling
conventions, but in a typical one, the FP is the first register being
pushed, producing a linked list of FPs down to the initial function.
The return address is also pushed onto the stack in a fixed location,
hence by traversing the FPs and reading the return addresses, a
stack trace is created. With the help of a symbol table, these raw
addresses can be translated into functions (and offsets into the
function). Note that one advantage of a unikernel is that, due to
the unified address space, all function locations are static, and it is
much simpler to create a symbol table than for normal operating
systems with applications running of them: the unstripped binary
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Figure 1: A stack walk. The IP provides the current execution
address. The FPs point to the start of the frame, creating a
linked list of frames. The return addresses provide the other
stack trace entries.

of the unikernel will contain everything that is needed for address
resolution.1
By regularly sampling the stack in this way, we get important
information not only about which functions consume a large percentage of the unikernel’s execution time, but also which call paths
lead to those heavy hitters.
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UNIPROF

One of the largest advantages of stack profilers is that investigated
code does not need any special annotations or debug support. The
stack trace is done from the outside, with uniprof stopping the
unikernel momentarily – to prevent race conditions from the stack
changing while it is being traversed – walking the stack, and unpausing. One of the most important factors of stack profilers is
their performance. This does not only matter for convenience reasons, but also influences the fidelity of their results. A profiler that
takes too long to walk the stack will keep the application paused
for longer times, not only slowing it down, but also potentially
changing its behavior (e.g., missing timeouts). Hence, performance
is the core concern of uniprof.
A profiling cycle starts with instructing Xen to pause the VM.
uniprof then receives the content of the virtual machine’s “virtual
CPU” registers via getvcpucontext. After doing the actual stack
walk, the VM is unpaused again. Figure 2 shows the performance
of uniprof for two different supported machines, an Intel Xeon E5
CPU at 3.7 GHz and an ARM Cortex A7 at 1 GHz. The time the
stack walk itself takes depends on the depth of the stack. These
tests were run on a unikernel that kept a constant stack depth of
10, not an unusually low depth for unikernels, which tend to have
fewer indirection steps due to their unified binary setup. Stack
walks finish in 12 µs on the x86 machine, and in 51 µs on the ARM
one, roughly correlating with the speed difference of the machines.
Thus, running about 1000 samples/s produces an overhead of only
1% for x86 and 5% for ARM, and only roughly a tenth of that at 100
samples/s.2 This means that uniprof’s impact on the performance
1 Virtualized addresses seen by the VM due to its virtualization still need to be translated,

but this is independent of the symbol table and is done by uniprof on-the-fly.
2 Uneven or prime sample rates are a standard practice to reduce the risk of sampling
in lock-step with regular events in the profiled code, which would skew the results.
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Figure 2: uniprof does a single stack walk in a few microseconds. Thus even at nearly 1000 samples/s, the overhead is 1%
for a fast x86 machine and below 5% for a slower ARM.
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Figure 3: Stack profiling visualization as flame graph [3]
shows long-running and/or repeatedly-called functions and
identifies potential bottlenecks.

of the unikernel under test is very low, even at high sampling rates,
allowing it to be used even on production systems.
One further advantage of uniprof is that it does not require the
availability of frame pointers. While this is the typical approach to
creating stack traces, some highly optimized software repurposes
the FP register as another general-purpose register to increase
performance. To profile such code, uniprof uses libunwind [5],
which in turn uses DWARF [2] call frame information, as produced
by compilers such as gcc. While not changing the behavior of the
binary itself, it contains information that allows for every point in
the code to reconstruct the size of the frame at that point. Iteratively,
the beginning of the current frame can be found, the return address
be extracted, and the frame size for that address be calculated,
until the beginning of the stack is reached. A libunwind version
patched for use with Xen is available at https://github.com/cnplab/
libunwind.
Finally, the output of uniprof can be fed into visualization
tools. It is set up to directly interface with flame graphs [3],
a popular tool to identify performance bottlenecks in software.
Figure 3 shows an example for a unikernel doing network
I/O. In this example, blkfront_aio_poll, netfornt_rx, and
netfront_xmit_pbuf are the main bottlenecks.
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